
EYE LIFT CONTOUR
program
an innovative, high efficacy salon program to 
lift, brighten and redefine the delicate eye 
contour area, diminishing the appearance of 
under eye dark circles and puffiness, tones 
and tightens the eye contour and helps repair 
cutaneous aging to reduce fine lines and 
wrinkles.
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an advanced eye contour program utilizing a synergistic blend of exclusive actives that work 
to reduce under eye dark circles, puffiness, loss of skin elasticity and fine lines and wrinkles
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lift, brighten and redefine.

EYE LIFT CONTOUR program

multi-targeting actives address the underlying causes of dark circles
increase lymphatic drainage + reduce pigment discoloration + improve skin firmess

our specifically tailored high-performance active ingredients include:

these provide a comprehensive mechanism for gently exfoliating dull surface skin cells, reducing the 
appearance of dark circles and inflammation while providing a significant improvement in strengthening 
fragile capillaries and diminishing the signs of cutaneous sagging:

lifts and firms the eye contour area

salicylic acid encourage healthy collagen and elastin production

a synergy of innovative actives formulated for high efficacy:

the future is brighter... 
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EYE LIFT CONTOUR program

redefine the eye contour area

number of sessions recommended

designed to offer ease of use, low irritation and high efficacy

improve skin firmness and elasticity and  
 decrease signs of inflammation 

increase lymphatic circulation and drainage to
 help reduce puffiness

provide improvement in strengthening fragile  
 capillaries, diminishing fine lines and wrinkles  
 and redefining the eye contour area

diminish the appearance of undereye dark  
 circles by reducing pigment discoloration

program step   product      treatment time

program main steps cleanse and tone 
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active ingredients

advanced eye lift contour program home care products

EYE LIFT CONTOUR program

with multi-targeting actives
increase lymphatic drainage + reduce pigment discoloration + improve skin firmess

eye lift contour serum

appearance of dark eye circles and 

contour area

HALOXYL™

exclusive anti-dark circle active

under the eye by binding with iron in 
the blood

the skin to reduce discoloration

DYNALIFT™

lifts and firms the eye contour area 

surface of the skin to provide an 
immediate and durable tightening 
effect

lifted, more youthful appearance

directions apply in the morning 

and gently tap into the skin until fully 
absorbed.

day or day 

eye lift cream gel

night or day 

help diminish the appearance of fine 
lines, wrinkles and undereye 
puffiness

anti-aging active that encourages 
collagen synthesis

repair cutaneous damages of aging

production of collagen, elastin and 
hyaluronic acid

of fine lines and wrinkles

EYELISS™

provides anti-puffiness benefits

to reduce puffiness

decreases inflammation and 
improves drainage

directions
itself or layered on top of contour 

until fully absorbed.


